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About This Game

Run through various stores as an angry customer smashing boxes and other products while avoiding workers as long as you can!
Unlock new levels and cosmetic upgrades by causing as much damage as possible.

- 5 cosmetic upgrades to upgrade your looks
- 4 Unique levels to explore and destroy
- 5 Different weapons to find and use

- More everything coming soon!

"Clean up on isle 5" - An Employee

If you have ever worked in retail your worst nightmare is some pesky customer coming in and ruining your perfectly
straightened shelves, well now is your chance to be that pesky customer and even be rewarded for it! In every level you can find
each of the 4 weapons and your goal is to cause as much damage as possible before, either being taken out by the endless waves
of relentless workers or make your escape in the exit car. You can then use the money gained from causeing damage to purchase

new looks for each of the 4 weapons!
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castle crashers store theme. party crashers store victoria bc. crasher play store. store crasher. microsoft store crashes. castle
crashers store. crasher app store

So far terrible! I purchased the game did not expect much for 5.00 but there is no volume in the game all other files have
volume, turned up volume in setting and on computer. Tried to play game without volume and now it says I have no lives?\/ ?
Do not waste your time or money. Steam support refers me to raylight games I emailed them and no response!. Its sometimes
buggy and sometimes good, but all in one i would not buy it again. cant install it. The puzzles are awful and make almost no
sense, I used a guide because I wanted to see the story but the story is also not good.

The main character tries to come out as smug and clever but she is just a really horrible and irritating person.
. Another great addition to the Geneforge series, but not as good as the second game, the fourth, or the fifth. Still better than
number one though.. The engine is slow...never quite sure if the game has froze or still loading. the turns are slow and laggy. The
game play its self is poor. Unless you like a laggy game that constantly over rides your orders and does what it wants anyway
then hands you your♥♥♥♥♥the moment you start to turn things around this game isn't for you. I have invested enough hours to
assess this game as a boat anchor.. This is an awefull game with no xbox or hotas controllers yuk you cant center your head yuk
yuk im suprised it doesnt have portal movement yuk yuk yuk. Good Game :3
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Good artwork and a small, short game... The best part is that each decision shapes the character and future development of the
story, not just the ending (like many other interactive novels). But wish it were a bit more challenging,. I LOVE THIS
GAME!!!!\u2665\u2665
It\u00b4s sooo much fun! :D
The music is awesome!! :D
This is a new level of the "poop-games" :D
It\u00b4s not that easy like in "There\u00b4s poop in my soup".
Here you have to think about more and from level to level it\u00b4s getting harder and you really nead coordination! :'D
I also like the fact that you can unlock the "hardcore" mode, so you kinda have to work for it :D

BUY THIS GAME!! :D
TO MUCH FUN!! :D

P.S. And if you haven\u00b4t played "There\u00b4s poop in my soup buy it too :D. Game does not work.. Very good game if
you like doom i suggest you try it there is a demo. Pros
Nice light hearted story revolving around food and friendship.
Gives you a warm fuzzy feeling.
Music & art were really well done.

Cons
Depending on choices, certain characters appear moody and lack emotional maturity.

A buy if you like ebi-hime's previous works.. If you don't know anything about Calendula, I envy you. Just play it before
someone spoils it.

This is one of those game where you don't see the 4th wall at all.

Visually it has its own personality, and it's really beautiful in a disturbing way. But the big point about Calendula is its
impressive atmosphere, even better if you play through in one sitting, with lights off and a good pair of headphones.

It's a short experience that will stay in your head for a couple of days.

If you liked The Stanley Parable, Pony Island or Dr. Langeskov, you'll like Calendula.. Would not recommend to new players
due to difficulty level!

Also, last scenario has bugged approval counter, kinda incredible considering how much time developers had to fix it.

Just played tali-ihantala and first 15 turns were pure agony - I thought there is no freakin chance to get alive. But somehow
managed to stretch the enemy on the middle front, push hard on west and defend hard on east. West flank came to help middle
in the last moment and took over while transporting middle front troops to help the east front. Then managed to cut enemy
supply lines and the rest was walking the park.

This is my first oob dlc and as much as i enjoy it, i hope that rising sun which i intend to buy next will be a bit more relaxed.
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